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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, with emerging new voice corpora, voice corpus reduction in expressive TTS becomes more important. In this study a spitting greedy approach is investigated to remove utterances. In the first step by comparing five objective measures, the TTS global cost has been found as the best available metric for approximation of perceptual quality. The greedy algorithm employs this measure to evaluate the candidates in each step and the synthetic quality resulted by its solution. It turned out that reducing voice corpus size until a certain length (1 hour in our experiment) could not degrade the synthetic quality. By modifying the original greedy algorithm, its computation time is reduced to a reasonable duration. Two perceptual tests have been run to compare this greedy method and the random strategy for voice corpus reduction. They revealed that there is no superiority of using the proposed greedy approach for corpus reduction.

RÉSUMÉ
Réduction du corpus vocal pour la génération de livres audio par TTS

Aujourd’hui, avec l’émergence de nouveaux corpus vocaux, la réduction de voix pour la synthèse de parole TTS expressive devient plus importante. Dans cette étude, une approche de type glouton cracheur pour supprimer des phrases est étudiée. Dans la première étape, en comparant cinq mesures objectives, le coût global du TTS s’est révélé être la meilleure mesure disponible pour l’approximation de la qualité perceptuelle. L’algorithme glouton utilise cette mesure pour évaluer les candidats à chaque étape et la qualité synthétique résultant de la solution en construction. Il s’est avéré que réduire la taille du corpus vocal jusqu’à une certaine durée (1 heure dans notre expérience) ne dégradait pas la qualité synthétique. En modifiant l’algorithme glouton d’origine, il produit une solution en temps raisonnable. Deux tests de perception ont été effectués pour comparer cette méthode glouton et la stratégie aléatoire de réduction du corpus vocal. Ils ont révélé qu’il n’y a pas de supériorité dans l’utilisation du glouton proposé pour la réduction du corpus.
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1 Introduction

In the Text-to-Speech (TTS) framework, the main reasons to design a small speech database via a corpus reduction approach are generally the database scalability, the recording or the labeling cost reduction, and the elimination of destructive data (Baljekar & Black, 2016).

Several studies could be found in the literature dealing with voice corpus optimization. The main
purposes of these studies were the pruning of voice corpus in order to respect a parsimony constraint or to extract a more neutral voice, assuming the elimination of expressive voice parts would improve the naturalness of synthetic signals. The idea used by (Krul et al., 2007) was to remove the least selected acoustic units to synthesize signals, using a unit-selection TTS system, for a domain specific application in order to decrease the voice corpus size. This approach was compared with a greedy strategy based on Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD). The evaluations indicated better achievements for the adaptive domain pruning method than for the KLD based one.

Some studies have been done in order to use voice data stemming from audio-books to provide input for TTS systems. The main goal in this case is to improve naturalness of a neutral voice. An outlier-removal approach has been introduced by (Braunschweiler & Buchholz, 2011; Cooper et al., 2016). The outlier, supposed to involve less natural-sounding speech, has been found out as hypo-articulated utterances and low mean f0 utterances in (Cooper et al., 2016). In (Braunschweiler & Buchholz, 2011), it has been noticed that variety in a speech corpus degrades TTS quality in general task. They discarded sentences based on acoustic features (extreme f0 patterns, too loud or barely audible sentences) and linguistic features (non-neutral style sentences such as quotation, interjections, utterances which start with lowercase, etc). Although TTS systems for a general task need neutral voice corpus (Braunschweiler & Buchholz, 2011; Cooper et al., 2016), the audio-book generation needs an expressive speech synthesis. Found data like available audio-books in the public domain can contain some destructive parts if directly used to build a voice for TTS systems. The strategy consisting on selecting a cleaner subset of speech data may result higher synthetic quality and helps TTS unit selection engine to speed up. In (Baljekar & Black, 2016), two types of errors, misalignment and annotation errors, which degrade TTS quality have been identified to be removed.

However the objectives of previous works were mainly the improvement of the naturalness of synthetic signals, expressiveness plays also a crucial role in audio-book generation. The main aim of this study is audio-book generation using a recorded voice of book reading. Although synthetic speech has less quality than natural one, the audio-book generation could be less costly using a TTS system. Thus, the voice corpus design problem considered here is defined as the script selection for recording in order to use the resulting signals as voice to synthesize the rest of the book. This problem has been investigated in previous studies (Shamsi et al., 2019, 2020) by taking into account the linguistic information. This paper introduces a posterior strategy as a voice corpus reduction: the study is conducted directly from a fully recorded audiobook, instead of its textual content. The voice is a subset of this audio-book and its achievements is assessed by the quality of the synthetic vocalisation of a complementary part of the book. This approach permits to save recording phases and to test several script selections. Moreover, voice corpus reduction methods can profit from acoustic and linguistic information. Analyses of selected voice sub-corpus achievement and content could be helpful for script design based on only linguistic information before recording process in future works.

The original recorded voice is composed of high quality expressive signals which is spoken by a professional speaker. As to offer an adequate expressiveness (from the perspective of later recording phase), the corpus reduction is done at utterance level. Since the final product will be an audio-book mixing natural speech utterances (which compose the voice) and synthesized speech signals, and a bigger voice size generally provides a better synthesized speech quality, the goal of this study is to find the best trade-off between the signal quality of the audio-book and the voice size.

This paper is organized as follows. First, section 2 describes the proposed greedy algorithm and its heuristics to achieve voice corpus reduction. This algorithm needs to evaluate synthetic signals and utterance candidates to remove without requiring human listeners and section 3 investigates an
objective measure for ranking candidates. At last, the evaluation results of the proposed algorithm, in comparison with a random method as baseline, are detailed in section 4.

2 Framework

In order to extract a reduced voice from the original voice corpus well-adapted to synthetically vocalize the content of the unselected sentences, two main requirements are needed: a practical heuristic for selecting a subset of the full corpus and an automatic evaluation method to assess the quality of synthetic signals by using the voice subcorpus. By considering the previous works (François & Boeffard, 2002; Espinosa et al., 2010; Barbot et al., 2015), it has been shown that the greedy algorithm selects portions of a corpus in reasonable time, close to the optimal ones.

The greedy algorithm (with spitting or agglomerative policy) is an iterative strategy and needs a score function to rank candidates. In each step of spitting (resp. agglomerative) greedy process, candidates with minimum (resp. maximum) utility are selected to be excluded from (resp. added to) the voice corpus under reduction (resp. construction). The utility score of each utterance represents the increasing gain of the richness in the voice corpus when this utterance is kept. This metric will be presented in section 3.

The objective is to extract voice corpus from a fully recorded audio-book to be used by TTS. This voice corpus selection should provide the highest synthetic quality for the rest of the book which is called synthetic part. The process, described in algorithm 1, is based on a spitting greedy approach and the initial voice corpus to reduce is the whole audio-book. A similar process has been implemented in (Espinosa et al., 2010): the authors proposed to agglomeratively select utterances which causes the least synthetic quality degradation for a target set of utterances. In the case of our problem, the target set is the rest of the book and is modified by the reduction process.

Algorithm 1: Spitting greedy for audio-book generation

|   | voice corpus = candidate set = all utterances ; |
|   | synthetic part = ∅ ; |
| 3 while the candidate set has at least one utterance do |
| 4 for All U_i utterance in the candidate set do |
| 5 Remove U_i from the voice corpus ; |
| 6 Synthesis the synthetic part by using the voice corpus ; |
| 7 if synthesizing of the synthetic part failed then |
| 8 | Lock U_i and remove from the candidate set ; |
| 9 else |
| 10 | Compute the utility of the U_i based on the quality degradation of synthetic part ; |
| 11 end |
| 12 Add U_i to the voice corpus ; |
| 13 end |
| 14 Find U_x with the minimum utility from the candidate set ; |
| 15 Remove U_x from the voice corpus and the candidate set and add to synthetic part ; |
| 16 end |

Some utterances in the audio-book contain unique units and a concatenative TTS system cannot find
these units in other utterances. These utterances are locked and should not be removed from voice corpus. At each step, the remaining unlocked utterances in voice corpus compose the candidate set for the next step. By removing utterances from voice corpus, a voice subset with a reduced size will be achieved. The spitting greedy process is continued until the candidate set is empty.

For each reduction rate, the rest of the book should be synthesized and evaluated in terms of quality degradation. Indeed a small change inside voice corpus could change the synthetic quality of the synthetic part. But since synthesizing the whole synthetic part each time is computationally expensive, the synthetic signal of selected candidates in each step will be used as approximation of the overall quality degradation. The idea behind this proposition is that the small change of voice corpus by removing an utterance could be ignored and only the quality degradation of final audio-book because of replacing recorded voice of the utterance by its synthetic signal would be taken into account.

In the ideal scenario, in order to investigate the impact of TTS voice corpus reduction on synthetic quality, all combinations of sub-sets should be evaluated perceptually for a given reduction rate. But this is not possible within a reasonable time. In (Espinosa et al., 2010), the measure for ranking utterances and the evaluation of quality are the same (TTS costs). In this way, the quality evaluation process does not need additional computation (algorithm 1 by using the same score in line 10 and 14 follows this idea). This measure will be investigated in section 3. The selection algorithm and the computational problem of the proposed algorithm will be presented in section 4.

The optimization process starts with a full audio-book as a initial corpus. In this study, the initial voice corpus contains 3339 utterances of a French expressive audio-book spoken by a male speaker. The overall length of the speech corpus is 10h44. More information on the annotation process can be found in (Boeffard et al., 2012). The IRISA TTS system (Alain et al., 2017), which is unit selection based, uses voice subcorpus for synthesising.

3 Objective measure for selection

It is impossible to have all synthetic signals evaluated perceptually by listeners. Thus an automatic measure is necessary for quality evaluation of synthetic utterances. This objective measure should be a good approximation of perceptual evaluation. The correlation coefficient or the ranking correlation coefficient could indicate the reliability of an objective measure.

The unit selection TTS costs is used in previous works (Chu & Peng, 2001; Toda et al., 2006; Krul et al., 2007; Espinosa et al., 2010) as the synthetic quality indicator. In this study, the usage of TTS global cost, which is a linear combination of concatenation and target cost, in unit selection TTS is evaluated as the objective measure of synthetic quality. Moreover this objective measure does not need any supplementary computation in the proposed greedy (the result of the line 6 in algorithm 1 can be used directly for line 10).

Beside TTS costs, we propose other objective measures for quality evaluation of synthetic signals. Some measures such as PESQ (Rix et al., 2001) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) between two signals need the reference signal. Basically they evaluate similarity between a test signal and its reference. Three DTW based measures are proposed; a DTW between Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) features of the test signal and its natural pair, a DTW between Mel-Generalized Cepstral Coefficients (MGC) features of the test signal and its natural pair, and a DTW between MGC features of test signal which is synthesized signal using voice subcorpus and a reference signal which
is synthesized signal using the whole of voice corpus. The third DTW calculates the degradation quality of an synthetic test signal from the highest possible synthetic quality using the TTS.

3.1 Experimental setup

To investigate the correlation of these objective quality measures with perceptual quality, a listening test (DMOS) is designed. Six different sub-voice corpora of different sizes (75%, 50%, 25%, 10%, 5%, and 1% out of the initial audio-book) are selected randomly. In this experiment, the rest of the book will be synthesized and used for perceptual evaluation. The listeners are asked to evaluate 60 synthetic samples from each synthetic part corresponding to corpus size. By providing the natural voice of each synthetic signal, the quality degradation of synthetic signal are asked on a scale from 1 to 5 (5 means without quality degradation and 1 means the highest degradation).

3.2 Result

The perceptual test resulted in 850 evaluation scores by 17 listeners. A perceptual score is assigned to each sample by getting the average of its scores. Two ranking correlation coefficients (Spearman (Spearman, 1904) and Kendall tau (Kendall, 1948)) and Pearson correlation coefficient (Freedman et al., 2007) are computed between average perceptual score and objective scores of samples. The correlation coefficients between listener scores and 5 objective measures for all voice corpus sizes are compared in table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective measures</th>
<th>PESQ (Natural ref)</th>
<th>DTW-MGC (Natural ref)</th>
<th>DTW-MFCC (Synthetic ref)</th>
<th>DTW-MGC global cost</th>
<th>TTS global cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pearson C.C.</td>
<td>0.07(p&gt;0.2)</td>
<td>-0.41(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.38(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.40(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.66(p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spearman R.C.C.</td>
<td>0.08(p&gt;0.1)</td>
<td>-0.39(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.39(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.40(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.65(p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kendall tau R.C.C.</td>
<td>0.05(p&gt;0.1)</td>
<td>-0.28(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.28(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.28(p&lt;0.001)</td>
<td>-0.48(p&lt;0.001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE 1: Correlation coefficients between objective measures and perceptual evaluation and their p-value.

According to table 1, the TTS global cost has a stronger correlation with perceptual scores than PESQ or DTW on different acoustic features (MFCC, MGC).

While the reported correlation coefficients are calculated on synthetic signals with 6 voice corpus sizes, the mean of perceptual and objective scores on each voice corpus size could reveal more information. The impact of voice corpus length on synthetic quality (with perceptual and objective measures) is investigated. Figure 1 compares the perceptual and objective scores for synthetic utterances with different sub-corpus sizes. The horizontal axis indicates the size of voice subcorpus out of initial voice corpus which is selected randomly.

The increasing trend of MOS score and decreasing trend of TTS global cost for larger voice subcorpus confirm that the quality of synthetic signals will be improved with larger voice corpus. But the perceptual quality of synthetic signals with 25%, 50%, and 75% of the initial corpus (more than 1 hour) are not significantly different. It means that using more data for TTS voice corpus after a threshold would not improve significantly the speech quality.
In the remainder of this study, the TTS global cost will be used as an approximation of perceptual quality with the spitting greedy approach, which is evaluated in the next section.

4 Optimization strategy

In this section, a modified greedy process based on algorithm 1 will be compared with a random selection for voice corpus reduction in terms of synthetic quality.

4.1 Modified Greedy algorithm

The computational time of the algorithm 1 makes its use unfeasible for large voice corpora. Calling TTS for synthesizing the synthetic part and evaluating its quality are expensive. Consequently, we propose to do two modifications on the original algorithm in order to find a solution in a reasonable time. The first modification is removing bunch of utterances in each step instead of one utterance. And the second one is evaluating the utility of the candidate set (algorithm 1, line 10) based on the quality of the synthetic signal of a single utterance instead of the quality degradation of the synthetic part. In the following these proposition will be justified.

By analyzing the ranking list of utterances in consecutive steps of the algorithm, it has been observed that the ranking list of candidate utterances does not change a lot from one iteration to the next. Although a simple experiment has showed that this assumption is not completely true, considering the utility of utterances (for being in voice corpus) as a stable rank list helps to get rid of all computational problems. The normalized root-mean-square error (NRMSE) of the TTS global cost for corpus reduction from initial corpus to 70% of initial corpus was 0.012. It shows that, in a big corpus, following the initial ranking list makes the resulting sub-corpus slightly worse than following the original spitting greedy. It leads to a compromise between updating ranking list after each change, which is computationally expensive, and using initial ranking list, which gives a less efficient solution.
We propose to remove a bunch of utterances (100 utterances) based on the ranking list at each step of the spitting greedy. The ranking list is then updated after removing the bunch of utterances. This modification reduces the computational time.

In the second proposition, the computational time of the candidates list evaluation will be reduced. Indeed a change inside the corpus could have an effect on the whole of the synthetic part. It means that the synthetic part, which $U_i$ has been added to, should be evaluated for $U_i$’s utility in the candidate list. When the evaluation of synthetic part for each $U_i$ candidate is computationally expensive, we propose to consider the TTS global cost of synthesized $U_i$ as an inverse metric for utility. It helps to save synthesizing time of synthetic part for evaluating candidates. This idea changes the algorithm 1 by modifying the synthetic part to $U_i$ (line 10).

By applying these two modifications on the original greedy algorithm, the computational time will be reduced drastically. The number of utterances in each removal step has a linear relation with computational time. Based on our physical facilities, by removing a bunch of 100 utterances, the experiment will be finished in 2 days, which seems reasonable, and it gives a reduction steps of 3% (or 20 minutes) for voice corpus reduction. Although choosing smaller number of utterances in removal bunch improve the result, it costs computational time.

Comparing the original spitting greedy and modified spitting greedy on a small corpus (334 utterances) shows that the sub-corpus resulting from the proposed greedy synthesizes with higher TTS global cost in a shorter time. It is expected since the modified algorithm is not as efficient as the original one even if it helps to find a solution in a reasonable time.

### 4.2 Experimental setup

In order to compare perceptually the corpus reduction methods a test section (10% of the initial voice corpus) is extracted from the book. Although the main problem in our case is to synthesize the rest of the book, a synthetic part as test section would help to compare different methodologies for corpus design. It is assumed that the voice corpus, which is supposed to synthesise the rest of the book, has almost same performance on the test section. We assume that since the test part comes from the same book, the synthetic quality of this part can be generalized to the rest of the script. The test section is randomly selected as a continuous part with 334 utterances. The remaining part of the audio-book is named the full corpus. The test section has been synthesized by TTS using 100%, 70%, 40%, 15%, 7%, 3% of the full corpus. The voice corpus reduction is done based on the spitting greedy and a random strategy. The initial corpus is the same audio-book as what has been described in previous section (see the end of section 2).

In the following, the evaluation of proposed corpus reduction methods will be detailed. Two perceptual tests are designed to evaluate the quality of signals which are synthesized using resulting voice subcorpora. Based on the previous perceptual test results, the objective measure for ranking utterances in the spitting greedy is the TTS global cost. The first perceptual test is designed to investigate the impact of voice corpus reduction by modified greedy on synthesizing quality. The purpose of the second perceptual test is to compare the performance of proposed greedy and random strategy.
4.3 Synthetic quality degradation by greedy voice reduction

The greedy and random methods provide voice subcorpora with different length to synthesize test section. Since the IRISA TTS is unit selection-based, some of the utterances would failed to be synthesized specially in small voice corpus size. After removing these uncommon samples, 70 utterances has been selected randomly. In order to have samples with an acceptable duration, some utterances have been concatenated or cut. More precisely, if the length of selected synthetic signal is less than 4 seconds, the next utterance in script order is concatenated to it. The first 6 seconds of synthetic signals have been cut and used as listening samples. Samples from 6 voice corpus sizes and two corpus reduction methods are used to design a MUSHRA test (Recommendation, 2003). For each step of the perceptual test, the overall quality of 11 synthetic signals, which have been synthesized with different sub-voice corpora, have been evaluated on a scale form 1 to 10 (with one by one increment). Synthetic signals and corresponding natural voice, which have the same script, are available to listeners. The listeners are asked to do 10 steps of MUSHRA test after an introduction step. The estimated time for doing this test is 25 minutes.

This perceptual test has been done by 14 listeners which provides 1441 evaluation scores for synthetic signals. To investigate the impact of corpus size on synthetic signals, the average score for each size/method has been calculated. The figure 2 (left) shows that the average scores for all voice corpus are in a almost same level. It indicates, not only the quality of synthetic signals based on random and greedy strategy dose not have significant different, but also reducing the voice corpus size can not impact on resulted quality at least until 15% of corpus reduction rate. The listeners evaluated 20% of the signals with exact same values.

According to listeners feedback, comparing 11 samples is not an easy task and they had been exhausted. This problem encourages us to estimate the preference of listeners as if they were asked to compare two signals. So the resulting scores from MUSHRA test are used to simulate an AB test. Concretely, each two signals are compared based on their perceptual score. The score values of two signals are converted to a simple comparison in order to simulate the preference of listeners and if the scores are equal, it would be assumed that the listeners does not have any preference. The result is shown on figure 2 (left). The numbers in the heatmap table indicate the preference percentage of

**Figure 2:** The average MUSHRA scores for different voice corpus and size (left). The preference of listeners to assign higher score for signals in compare to others (right).
vertical labels against horizontal labels. Based on this figure, the preference of synthetic signals with small voice corpus (left-down) is lower than synthetic signals with large voice corpus (right-up). It confirms that voice corpus reduction decreases the TTS synthetic quality. By looking at cells in large corpus size (left-up), it can be observed that the preference numbers for corpus sizes larger than 15% are around 50. This observation confirms the hypothesis in section 3. It means after a certain voice corpus size the quality of synthetic signal would not be improved perceptually by increasing the voice corpus size.

Figure 2 does not show superiority of spitting greedy in comparison with random strategy. These is contrary to what we expected based on previous studies such as (Chevelu & Lolive, 2015). While it was reported by listeners that the MUSHRA test is not an easy task for this comparison, another perceptual test is proposed for comparing the performance of these two corpus reduction methods.

### 4.4 The performance of greedy strategy v.s. random selection

Based on listeners’ feedback from previous perceptual test, some modifications have been done on listening samples preparation and the platform. While we use the same test section and reduction rates, the final listening signals are prepared in a different way. The utterances have been synthesized from the beginning until the first speech pause after 90 diphones. In this way, all samples for sizes/methods will have same content. The duration time of samples are between 5 to 10 seconds. Among 334 utterances of the test section, 70 samples have been selected for the listening test according to the highest acoustic distance (Chevelu et al., 2015). The acoustic distance is computed by calculating DTW on the MGC features of two signals. This selection method helps to focus on the most different samples.

An AB test has been prepared with 40 comparison steps. For each step, listeners are asked to give their preference in terms of overall quality between two synthetic signals. These signals have been synthesized by using different voice subcorpora but with same size. Voice subcorpora are a sub part of the full corpus selected by the random strategy or the proposed spitting greedy. The reference signal is not provided which lets listeners decide what is the best quality. We hope it makes the task easier. The estimated time for doing the whole test is 15 minutes.

The listening test has been done by 9 listeners. For each voice corpus size between 66 and 70 comparisons have been achieved. Out of 340 comparisons in total, 132 times random strategy has been preferred, 118 times greedy strategy, and 90 times listeners selected no preference. The figure 3 (left) shows the percentage of preference for corpus reduction methods in different voice corpus size.

The figure 3 (left) does not reveal any significant superiority of the modified greedy. Even the synthetic signals for 15% of full voice corpus with random strategy has been evaluated slightly better than modified greedy.

The TTS global costs of the AB test’s samples is displayed in the figure 3 (right). This figure shows the synthetic quality of the listening test signals in terms of TTS costs. The TTS global cost given by random selection are not significantly different from those given by the proposed greedy. While the initial problem was synthesizing the rest of the book instead of test section, the the rest of the book has been synthesized by extracted sub-corpus as TTS voice. A same trend as figure 3 is observed for rest of the book (synthetic part). It means that the listening test signals have same synthetic quality as the rest of the book.
It could be concluded that the random reduction works as well as the proposed spitting greedy. The explanation could be the approximation level of the proposed method. It means that reducing the computational time costs a lot in terms of the efficiency of subset solution. Hence the performance of voice subcorpus resulted by proposed greedy becomes close to a random selection.

5 Conclusion

The computational time is the main challenge in voice corpus reduction by greedy algorithm. By modifying the original spitting greedy, its complexity has been reduced to a reasonable time. However this approximation level probably costs lower efficiency and makes the solutions closer to the random strategy.

In the first step, some objective measures like PESQ, DTW between synthetic signal and voice signal, and TTS global cost have been investigated. A perceptual listening test (DMOS) has been designed to evaluate the synthetic signals using different voice subcorpus sizes. A higher correlation between objective measures and perceptual quality confirmed that TTS global cost is the best available metric to estimate perceptual quality.

Hence the TTS global cost has been employed in greedy algorithm for ranking candidates in each reduction step. By modifying the original greedy algorithm, the computational time reduced to a reasonable time. Although these modifications cause some level of inefficiency. The proposed greedy has been compared with random strategy for different voice corpus sizes in a MUSHRA test. It has revealed that after a certain size of voice (1 hour of our audio-book), the voice corpus is big enough and the difference of synthetic signals because of voice corpus size can not be distinguished perceptually. Moreover it has not been observed any difference between random and proposed greedy. In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed greedy, an AB preference test has been run. The result of this listening test confirmed that listeners did not prefer the signals which are synthesized using voice subcorpus obtained with the proposed greedy.
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